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Data streams are continuous, unbounded, rapid, time-

varying streams of data elements. Analysis of the discrete 

events or messages flows in from different sources is critical 

to make wise decisions such as a stock trader wants to look 

at the stock trend over a period of time to make the best deal 

at the right time. Event Stream Processing is performed to 

monitor streams of event data, analyze those events and act 

upon opportunities. NEsper is the leading open source Event 

Stream processing solution which works on a continuous 

execution model allowing applications to store queries and 

run the data through. NEsper engine provides responses as 

events in real-time whenever a condition occur as per the 

user-defined queries. The focus of this paper is to discuss 

summary generation and storage of streams so that it can 

provide patterns and trend analysis.  Stock event streams are 

sampled, summarized and stored for trend analysis. Random 

reservoir sampling is used for generating samples.

Displaying graphs

Real time graphs are displayed to the user through which he can 

view the progress rate of the desired companies. By the help of 

the chart the user can easily appreciate each symbol’s trend 

immediately.

Accuracy

As all the analysis is done in the sampled data its accuracy is very 

crucial. The data in the reservoir represents the sample of a 

stream so it should be accurate. To validate the precision of the 

sample we compare the average values of the sampled data with 

the average values of the stream. This will verify the accuracy of 

the Random Reservoir Sampling algorithm as well as the analysis 

done. Random Reservoir Algorithm is on an average 97.8% 

accurate according to these randomly chosen count values.

Our proposed solution of generating samples from stream and storing them is 

implemented on Stock readings. Stock data arrives in form of streams and Complex 

Event Processing is performed on it. NEsper is used for event processing, it queries the 

stream and stock data is exhibited to the user. The user has the option to select the 

companies of his choice to view their data.  For instance, if the user selects four 

company symbols, the data of those companies is extracted from the stream and is 

displayed to the user.

Reservoirs will be formed as the user will select a company from the list. As the user 

will add company’s symbol reservoirs will be created and the sample will be produced 

through Random Reservoir Sampling. Sample of each company will be stored in its 

respective reservoir in the database. Storing the synopsis of the stream will help in 

maintaining history, trend analysis and pattern mining.

The stored sample is further used to provide summary to the user that is minimum, 

maximum and average values of the stock readings which he can see in real time.
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Data streams have significant importance and researches are 

carried out in making them more useful and informative. Adding 

persistence in stream makes it more efficient and valuable for the 

user. Getting trend analysis and pattern mining in real time gives 

him a competitive advantage and he can take critical decisions in 

less time. Summary of the stream gives a glance of the arrived 

stream in just time. The user will also be able to view the history 

and reports of the particular time interval.

Our future work encompasses putting filters in NEsper such as on 

AskPrice, Volume etc. These filters will exhibit the stream which 

matches with conditions given by the user only. Furthermore, a 

data presentation layer can be added to support multiple data 

formats. We need to do more experiments with different data sets 

to evaluate the performance and accuracy of our implementation. 

We will also work on finding optimal reservoir size to get best 

accuracy.

NESPER – the CEP Engine

Complex Event Processing or CEP includes event data 

analysis, emphasizes on patterns of events and abstracting 

and simplifying information in the patterns that flow 

between information systems to gain valuable information in 

real-time. NEsper [6] is a real time engine that has been 

developed to address the requirements of applications that 

analyze and react to events. It triggers actions when event 

conditions occur among event streams.

“Event Driven Architecture (EDA) is a software architecture 

supporting the production, detection, consumption of and 

reaction to events.” [6]

Although NEsper cannot be classified as a DSMS, yet CEP 

is a vital part of a DSMS and implementing it is a good idea 

for understanding all the concepts and areas described 

above.

QUERYING EVENTS IN NESPER

• Event Stream Analysis

• Event Pattern Matching

• Combined Pattern Matching with Event Stream Analysis
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